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ABSTRACT
Features are distinguishable characteristics of a system relevant to some stakeholder. A product line is a set of products that differ in terms of features. Features do not have first-class status in contemporary programming languages (PLs). We argue that various problems related to features are a result of this abstraction and representation mismatch and that features should be elevated to a first-class status. We propose an extension to Java that implements features as first-class entities. We give examples of the syntax and semantics of this extension and explain how the new representation can handle features better.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Separation of concerns is one of the most important principles in software engineering [16]. Abstractions like features and classes are viewed as dimensions in concern space [36]. Separation of concerns means decomposing software into manageable pieces along a dimension in concern space. It consists of identification, encapsulation, and integration. Identification means a software is decomposed into entities that represent the abstraction, e.g., classes and features, encapsulation means some mechanism is provided so that these entities can be manipulated as a first-class entities [32], and integration means that some composition mechanism is provided that integrates concerns represented as first-class entities [50]. The first-class status of an entity in a programming language (PL) indicates the degree to which one can address or manipulate concepts in a given domain arranged along the dimensions of a concern space and the ease with which this is made possible in a given PL [32].

A feature is defined as an end-user-visible characteristic of a system, or a distinguishable characteristic of a concept (system, component, and so on) that is relevant to some stakeholder [14]. A product line contains different products that vary in features. Consequently, features are used to understand the commonalities (shared features) and variabilities (optional or unshared features) between the products of a product line.

Many technologies have been used to implement features [3, 4, 9, 28, 31, 38]. The main kind of concern supported by them is one of functions, classes, aspects, hyperslices, mixins, and frames, etc. Features, which are themselves a kind of concern, are essentially implemented in terms of entities that basically represent some other kind of concern. Instead of thinking only about features, the developer has to organize them in terms of the modular structure of the approach he is using and see to it that the intent of features is precisely represented by the entities in this approach. We take the position that this abstraction and representation mismatch causes problems [26, 29] such as, e.g., hierarchical misalignments, limitations in feature composition and order, and inexpressive program deltas, etc. Our claim is that such problems can be addressed and various possibilities for features can be achieved more easily if features were represented not in terms of other entities, but as first-class entities themselves.

In this position paper, we propose to represent features as first-class entities. We discuss what it means when certain programmatic entities have first-class status in a given PL. We review various feature implementation approaches and enumerate related problems. We argue that these problems arise due to an inadequate representation of features. We put forward an agenda that establishes features as first-class entities. Finally,
we propose an implementation of the extension and discuss how features implemented as first-class entities can be used to address the problems.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 First-class Entities in PLs

There is no specific definition for first-class status of entities in a given PL. Certain properties have been observed that indicate a first-class status of a given programmatic entity \[13, 35\]. We deem the following five properties as the defining properties that must be exhibited by entities in a given PL to be called first-class entities.

1. First-class entities can be instantiated at compile-time or run-time and possibly other stages of program execution.
2. First-class entities can be stored in variables and data structures.
3. First-class entities can be statically or dynamically typed, thus allowing compile-time or run-time structural manipulation.
4. First-class entities can be passed as parameters to other program elements such as methods and returned from methods.
5. First-class entities can be part of various expressions and statements in this PL, giving a program developer ample options to represent his intent in representing the problem domain.

Various PLs that claim first-class status for a kind of concern, support different subsets of these properties differing in their semantic treatment. The degree of manipulation of first-class entities may depend on the kind of typing and the kind of composition supported by given PLs. Runtime manipulation of such entities creates new possibilities. In this case, such entities can have identity and be aware of other entities of the same kind. This makes it possible to represent and manipulate interactions among these entities more naturally. Also, such entities can store context and be aware of the state of a program, thus making possible changes at wider range of stages in the program. These two properties are indicative of reflective and meta-programming support for the first-class entities. They depend on the reflection and meta-programming support of a given PL and may increase the degree of manipulation substantially for the first-class entities.

2.2 Features

In feature-oriented domain analysis (FODA) \[22\], features are organized in feature diagrams. A feature diagram is a tree with the root representing a concept and its descendant nodes being features. These features can be mandatory, optional, or alternative. Feature-oriented decomposition is a feature modeling activity used to capture commonalities and variabilities in terms of features, of systems in a domain \[14\]. It is used to model a domain in terms of features from the ground up. Feature-oriented refactoring is the process of decomposing an already existing system to a system exposing features \[25\].

2.3 Feature Implementations

Features as a programming model was first conceived by Prehofer \[33\], citing the rationale behind using features to be the flexible composition of objects possible from a set of features. The implementation technique for FODA is broadly referred to as feature-oriented programming \[9, 10\], but as asserted earlier, there are many ways in which features can be implemented. Kästner et al. \[24\] distinguish between compositional and annotative approaches. The same distinction can also be applied to various feature implementation approaches. Compositional approaches for implementing features represent features as distinct modules, which are composed at compile time or deployment time or similar. Examples of compositional approaches are mixin layers \[5\], HyperJ hyperslices \[32\], and Scala traits \[31\]. The ifdef statements in C, frames in XVCL \[38\] and color annotations in CIDE \[38\] are, on the other hand, examples of annotative approaches. Annotative approaches implement features by identifying code belonging to a feature in the source and annotating it, so that variants may be created by including or removing annotated code from the source \[24\].

The compositional approaches generally allow coarse-grained refinements to programs due to the fact that naming schemes of container entities such as classes and methods are required to be kept invariant as they are used in identifying parts of the program to which refinement must be applied. They are not suitable for fine-grained refinements in which order of statements or expressions added by features needs to be controlled \[24\]. Fine-grained refinements are possible with the annotative approaches. Annotative approaches allow refinements of arbitrary granularity since the important concerns of compositional approaches like naming schemes and order of composed code do not matter as all code fragments belonging to features are at their final position and only need to be annotated \[24\].

We propose that, by using a combination of compositional and annotative approaches, we can create a better representation of features. In the following section, we address the problems faced by feature-oriented approaches in general and then state the proposed solution which uses elements from compositional and annotative approaches to tackle these problems.
3. THE PROBLEM

Mezini and Ostermann [29] identified weaknesses of various current feature-oriented approaches in managing the variability in product lines. Similarly, Lopez-Herrejon et al. [26] evaluated support for features in advanced modularization technologies and concluded that despite the crucial importance of features, features are rarely completely modularized. The shortcomings described below are not necessarily present in all the approaches considered, but none of the approaches provides a uniform treatment of the various shortcomings either. The weaknesses of various current feature-oriented approaches identified in [5, 26, 29] follow:

- **Hierarchical refinements** – Features are implemented as refinements to base classes. Mezini and Ostermann [29] claim that this is a shortcoming, because the hierarchical modularity of the refinements to the base classes imposes a structure on features which are not in hierarchical relationship to each other. The problem with this is that for a given feature, there may not be a class in one-to-one relation to which this feature may be mapped. For further details refer to [3], [5], and [29]. Similarly, because features are refinements, a feature that is in fact reusable, would need to be encoded separately as a refinement to each class that needs it. This makes reuse of common features hard [29].

- **Feature composition and feature order** – Feature modules should be composable in different orders and should follow the commutativity or pseudo-commutativity of features [1]. Feature composition should be closed under composition, which means that features may be grouped to larger features and such a composite feature is valid wherever the constituents features are used [26] as this increases the reuse of features. Different approaches support either or both of these properties. Even in those approaches that support both closed composition and feature order, actually implementing it can be a nontrivial task [26].

- **Program deltas** – Various program refinements are deltas with respect to the base program [26]. New classes, interfaces, fields, method statements, and method arguments, etc., are examples of program deltas. Considering features as semantic blocks of code, preferably any statement or expression, or group of statements and expressions in a given programming language can be part of the refinements a feature makes. The order of blocks of code to be inserted into a method for example, cannot be controlled in simple method refinement approaches.

- **Type support for features** – Feature modules and composite modules should be well defined via type support. Types for features can be extremely beneficial not only in safe composition of features, but also in controlling interactions among features and also between features and the regular types in a given programming language [23, 37]. But types for features have been treated in isolation, e.g., it is not known how features represented as types will fare in dynamic composition. Other treatments of types for features consider only an extension to a subset of Java [2]. Type checking or similar concepts are difficult to apply to features because it requires some way of identifying and localizing feature code and representing features as types that interact with programming language types. By expressing a type checking mechanism for features as a calculus language that interfaces with a feature description language, type checking may be more clearly applied to an entire programming language [2, 23].

- **Dynamic composition and separate compilation** – It should be possible to alter the configuration of features which have already been instantiated [29]. Similarly, it should be possible to bind features dynamically based on conditions related to specific expressions [21] and this must happen considering the performance of application that uses such dynamic reconfiguration of features. Some approaches have been suggested for dynamic composition of features [29, 34], but dynamic composition remains a largely unexplored issue in other feature-oriented approaches. Separate compilation of features is also desirable for better debugging of feature implementation and distribution of byte code [26].

Feature implementations also lack a common ground with feature modeling concepts. In order to use features for creating program variants, some sort of structure has to be imposed on them. Such structure indicates the relationship between features, their grouping into different collections and imposes certain constraints about which choices of features are valid. Though, in current feature-oriented approaches, no programmatic or language level mechanisms are provided for it. Below we summarize the problem and then describe the proposed solution in the next section.

**Problem Summary**

Feature implementations either weave refinement code based on a naming scheme or employ some sort of redirection or delegation mechanism for executing feature related code. Features cannot be stored in variables or data structures, neither can they be used in pure Java code. Features are not aware of their or other features'
contents via some sort of interface, consequently their interactions cannot be easily modeled. The general shortcomings of various feature-oriented approaches indicate in a way also the desirable properties of a feature implementation which should be considered in concert instead of providing support for only some of them. We propose to rectify this situation by providing a better representation of features as well as combining the feature modeling concepts of product lines, for a complete feature based software solution.

4. SOLUTION PROPOSED

We propose a feature extension to a programming language under consideration. This extension will have two parts, one as a feature and feature models description language and the other as the feature development and refactoring language used to manipulate code and program fragments. In case of Java, the first part can be expressed as an embedded domain specific language [18]. The second part, i.e, the feature development and refactoring language can be implemented as an extension of the Java syntax and semantics in accordance with the first part. In the following, we establish an agenda for features as first-class entities.

1. The kind of features (such as mandatory and optional), parent-child relations (such as AND, OR, and alternative) about features and constraints between features should be expressible in the extension.

2. Features should be represented as types and interaction between features and regular types should be controlled. The mechanisms of feature normalization and conversion to disjunctive normal form for finding valid feature instances [15] could be coupled with the meta information about features in the programs to compose safe variants. We propose to implement the composition core based on feature algebra [6].

3. It should be possible for features to contain classes and various class members. It should also be possible for classes to contain feature annotations. Such a representation would gain from both compositional and annotative syntax. Coarse-grained program deltas can be represented in a compositional manner while fine-grained deltas can be represented by annotative syntax.

4. Feature models should be expressed adequately in the extension. A feature model should be modifiable at runtime, reflecting in a changed program variant. Reification, i.e., storing information about a feature such as the container entity of a code fragment, can be used to create altered feature variants at runtime. Changing a feature model may entail removing a child feature from a parent feature, relocating it elsewhere or remove it entirely. All such changes need to be supported with the above mechanism.

5. A program delta that is refined by some feature may be required by other features. This information should be expressible at language level so that the choice of creating a variant with altered code or creating variants in which one variant contains the original code and the other variant contains altered code remains with the user.

The above indicates that a mechanism for encapsulating various code fragments that constitute a feature in a programmatic entity should be available. If operations were available on such an entity for code composition as well as product line customization, then a direct correspondence can be established from features at the modeling level and implemented features and both could be manipulated with precise control.

5. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

In the following we show how a feature extension can be implemented in Java.

5.1 JastAdd

We propose to use JastAdd[1] which is a Java based compiler construction system [19]. We choose JastAdd because it implements Java 1.4 and 1.5 in terms of modular compiler analyses [17]. JastAdd considers an object-oriented abstract syntax tree (AST) as the basis for language design. It uses AspectJ introductions to add behavior to various syntax tree (AST) as the basis for language design. It uses AspectJ introductions to add behavior to various syntax tree constructs [17] [19]. Behavior can be added to AST nodes both in a declarative and imperative manner using the extended versions of synthesized and inherited attributes. The declarative specification ensures internally that attributes and analyses need not be ordered by the programmer. Different transformations can be applied to an AST in terms of attributes and an AST can be prepared as required [30].

5.2 Syntax and Semantics of the Proposed Extension

In the following, we give some examples of syntax and semantics of the proposed extension. Consider the feature diagram for a Graph Product Line (GPL) [27], shown in Figure 1.

A feature model representing a product line is declared using the keyword productLine (Figure 2). Figure 3 shows the feature description for the feature model shown in Figure 1. The one, more and all operators in Figure 2 indicate the alternative, the OR and the

\footnote{http://jastadd.org/the-jastadd-extensible-java-compiler}
Figure 1: Graph Product Line

Figure 2: Feature Description of Graph Product Line

AND features respectively. Optionality is denoted by ? . This feature description is sufficient to create feature types, so that it is semantically expressible that, e.g., the feature Number is of feature type Algorithms and feature Weighted is of the type GraphType. This feature description provides the language level specification of what to do with features in the software system, i.e., how to group them, how to compose them with respect to any constraints if present. The type representation for features consists of representation for feature specific properties such as whether they are mandatory or optional. Various advanced feature modeling concepts such as feature attributes, groups, and cardinalities can be implemented in the type representation for features in the extension compiler. Once the features are defined in the program, different feature models may be associated with these features. This allows creating not only different products per product line but also different product lines per set of features.

A specific variant graphProduct of the product line

Figure 3: Creating a program variant for GPL

GPL is created using the keyword variant (Figure 3). A program variant can be modified by altering the choice of features that constitute it. In Figure 4 feature modification, addition and removal are shown. Specific type for a feature need not be given as in Algorithms=MST, the type of feature is inferred from the feature description. The keywords addFeature, removeFeature and modifyVariant are used in the Java method alterGraphProduct() as operators, to alter the configuration of previously instantiated variant graphProduct.

The feature modeling constraints can be expressed explicitly in the embedded DSL. A feature model can be converted to a constraint satisfaction problem and various Java CSP solvers can be used to obtain valid configurations of features. Specific type for a feature need not be given as in Algorithms=MST, the type of feature is inferred from the feature description. The keywords addFeature, removeFeature and modifyVariant are used in the Java method alterGraphProduct() as operators, to alter the configuration of previously instantiated variant graphProduct.

Features can contain not only the class definitions and the class bodies, but also be part of classes and various statements and expressions. In Figure 5 feature Weighted contains definitions of feature specific introductions to separate classes in one place. JastAdd operates with the AST as the only repository of program information. The AST in JastAdd can be copied, extended, and rewritten based on conditions as well as compiled to byte code. This provides a unique opportunity to modify the AST noninvasively both at compile time and run time. Therefore, we can implement features in such a way that the feature definitions need not be complete and additional code fragments can be added to features at runtime as well. A program element like a method can be part of many fea-
features, thus restricting duplication of code. Assume that addEdge() is part of features Weighted and Shortest. This can be achieved as shown in Figure 6. Currently, we intend to provide support for modularizing classes on the basis of features, but in future, we can include aspects in our extension. This is possible in JastAdd because aspects related extensions to their base Java compiler have already been added [7]. In the following,

Figure 5: feature containing various classes

5.3 Solving Problems Related to Features

The combination of feature descriptions and first-class status for features in the extension compiler provides a clearcut way to approach feature-based software development.

- **Hierarchical refinements** – Features are no longer related to the class hierarchy as seen in Figures 5 and 6. The feature definitions, whether occurring inside classes/methods or themselves containing definitions of specific elements, are reconciled in one coherent collection when instantiating a product. Once features are reified internally, different transformations can be applied easily to the AST so that version of classes without feature annotations or feature definitions can be generated.

- **Program deltas** – Features in this extension use both compositional and annotative syntax as shown in Figures 5 and 6. Not only classes, methods and fields, but method parameters, various statements and expressions in Java can be assigned to features. Because parsing and semantic specifications in JastAdd are modular, our feature extension to Java can be modified easily to support deltas of only the required granularity.

- **Feature composition and feature order** – Features can be composed based on feature types. For example, Weighted and Directed features from Figure 1 may be composed to obtain a feature WeightedDirected, based on the fact that both of them are of the type GraphType. Order may be specified between features and feature groups whenever required.

- **Type support for features** – We represent features as a reference type in the compiler. Various consistency checks for safe compositions can be straightforwardly implemented as lookups and Java typechecks which are implemented as inherited and synthesized attributes respectively in JastAdd.

- **Dynamic composition and separate compilation** – For implementing dynamic composition, we intend to use the capability of obtaining transformed copies of the AST as well as the possibility to reify feature code to byte code which can be used via variety of byte code manipulation packages. We intend to explore the use of contextual information for separate compilation of individual features.

6. RELATED WORK

Deursen and Klint [15] propose a language for describing feature models, but they implement features
using UML and Java code generation. In Caesar [29], classes can act as crosscutting layer modules containing many classes or types contributing to features. But it does not provide any interface for feature descriptions, or programmatic means of changing feature configurations. In Object Teams [20], a team is a container for classes and also at the same language level as class. Although it can be used to implement features, it is non-trivial to do so, as teams have a complex inheritance model in which features must be accommodated. Classbox/J [12] provides support for localized refinements, such that original and refined classes co-exist and can be referred to separately. But classboxes have the same problems as other compositional approaches that use redirection mechanisms in implementing features [12]. Like these approaches, we propose to use a more flexible containment for features with respect to classes. At the same time, we combine both feature descriptions and feature-oriented programming concepts together in features represented as first-class entities. Unlike the above mentioned approaches, a developer need not concern himself of how to represent features in terms of underlying technologies, e.g., how to represent features in terms of layers and bidirectional interfaces [29], teams with bindings [20], or classboxes [12]. Features have a structure set by a feature model expressed as feature descriptions and no extra representation is required to relate different code fragments to specific features.

7. CONCLUSION

We have proposed to raise the implementation level of features to first-class status by representing them as types with crosscutting containment in the extension. We have identified various properties that such an implementation should have in order to tackle various problems related to features. In future, we intend to work on extending the Java implementation of the JastAdd extensible compiler framework to include features.
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